Guide Subspace Learning for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation.
A prevailing problem in many machine learning tasks is that the training (i.e., source domain) and test data (i.e., target domain) have different distribution [i.e., non-independent identical distribution (i.i.d.)]. Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) was proposed to learn the unlabeled target data by leveraging the labeled source data. In this article, we propose a guide subspace learning (GSL) method for UDA, in which an invariant, discriminative, and domain-agnostic subspace is learned by three guidance terms through a two-stage progressive training strategy. First, the subspace-guided term reduces the discrepancy between the domains by moving the source closer to the target subspace. Second, the data-guided term uses the coupled projections to map both domains to a unified subspace, where each target sample can be represented by the source samples with a low-rank coefficient matrix that can preserve the global structure of data. In this way, the data from both domains can be well interlaced and the domain-invariant features can be obtained. Third, for improving the discrimination of the subspaces, the label-guided term is constructed for prediction based on source labels and pseudo-target labels. To further improve the model tolerance to label noise, a label relaxation matrix is introduced. For the solver, a two-stage learning strategy with teacher teaches and student feedbacks mode is proposed to obtain the discriminative domain-agnostic subspace. In addition, for handling nonlinear domain shift, a nonlinear GSL (NGSL) framework is formulated with kernel embedding, such that the unified subspace is imposed with nonlinearity. Experiments on various cross-domain visual benchmark databases show that our methods outperform many state-of-the-art UDA methods. The source code is available at https://github.com/Fjr9516/GSL.